Mate preferences exert strong selection on the evolution of trait variations. Here we aimed 2 at understanding the evolution of disassortative mating based on the emblematic example of polymorphism in mimetic color patterns in the defended butterfly Heliconius numata. Positive 
Introduction

Spatial variation in mimetic communities
We assumed two populations of an unpalatable species involved in Müllerian mimicry with other 136 chemically-defended species. The environment differed in communities of local species involved in mimicry (i.e. mimicry rings). We considered two patches occupied by different mimetic com-138 munities: population 1 was located in a patch where the local community (i.e. other aposematic species, not including H. numata) mostly displayed phenotype [A] , and population 2 in a patch 140 where mimetic communities mostly displayed phenotype [B] . This spatial heterogeneity was represented by the parameter σ ∈ [0, 1] simulating the relative proportion of phenotypes [A] and communities differed. This spatial heterogeneity σ plays a central role on the predation suffered by the different phenotypes in the two patches (see Predation section below). The focal mimetic species was polymorphic for those two phenotypes, corresponding to the locally advantageous 146 phenotypes [A] or [B] .
Positive frequency-dependent predation
148
Every individual of the focal (polymorphic) species suffered a predation risk modulated by its resemblance to the local mimetic community of butterflies. We assumed a symmetrical condition 150 where the mortality coefficient was d(1 − σ) for phenotypes matching the local mimicry ring (i.e. diminishing predation exerted on genotypes displaying phenotype [A] in population 1 and 152 genotypes displaying [B] in population 2) and d(1 + σ) otherwise (i.e. increasing predation exerted on genotypes displaying phenotype [B] or [C] in population 1 and on genotypes displaying Predation exerted on a given phenotype depended on its match to the local mimicry environment, but also on its own abundance in the patch. Number-dependent predator avoidance in the 158 focal species was assumed to depend on its unpalatability coefficient (λ) and the density of each phenotype, so that protection gained by resemblance among phenotypes was greater for higher 160 values of the unpalatability coefficient λ. This results in the following change in number of each genotype i in population pop due to predation. 162 i = (p1, p2, m1, m2)
(1) [j] )N t j,pop [(1 + σ) (1 − Res [i] , [pop] ) + (1 − σ)Res [i] , [pop] ]N mimetic community. This resemblance is equal, in population 1, to the resemblance of the genotype i to the wild-type homozygote aa (displaying phenotype [A] ), and to homozygote bb in pop-166 ulation 2 (displaying phenotype [B] ). Individuals displaying phenotype [C] were non-mimetic in both populations, and therefore suffer from high predation risk.
168
Migration
The change in the number of individuals with genotype i in population pop due to migration 170 between populations pop and pop was given by:
with mig is the migration coefficient mig ∈ [0, 1]).
172
Mate preferences
Two hypothetical mate preference mechanisms were investigated. Under the self-referencing 174 hypothesis (hyp 1), two alleles were assumed at loci M, coding for (i) random mating (r) and
(ii) preferential mating behaviors (either assortative sim or disassortative dis) respectively (see 
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We expect the evolution of disassortative mating to be favored when preference alleles (Ma, 192 Mb • Self-acceptance : females mate with males displaying their own color pattern phenotype.
204
• Self-avoidance : females do not mate with males displaying their own color pattren phenotype.
206
Reproduction
We also assumed a balanced sex-ratio, a carrying capacity K and a growth rate r all equal in 208 both populations, and N t tot,pop the total density of individuals in population pop at time t. Sexual reproduction was computed explicitly. Assuming Mendelian segregation and a recombination at 210 rate ρ between both locus, the change in the number of individuals with genotype i in population
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Where P i refer to the proportion of the morph i in the population.
Let cost be the parameters representing the cost of the choosiness, as described in (Kirkpatrick 222 et al. , 2004) , where this cost is linked to mate availability: when cost = 0, females have access to a large number of potential mates, so that their fertility is not limited when they become choosy
224
("Animal" model), whereas when when cost = 1, females have access to a limited number of potential mates, so that their fertility tend to decrease when they become choosy ("Plant" model).
226
This cost of choosiness is known to limit the evolution of mating preferences (Otto et al. , 2008) .
Where coe f controls the mendelian segregation of alleles during reproduction between an in-228 dividual of genotype j and an individual of genotype k, therefore depends on the recombination rate ρ between the color pattern locus P and the preference locus M.
230
We normalized this matrix as ∀i ∑ j f t+1 j,pop = 1
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Survival
We assumed a mortality of larvae δ, independent from color pattern genotype. We assumed 234 that a recessive genetic load δ i associated with the different alleles at locus P with i ∈ 1, 2, 3, influencing on the survival probabilities of homozygote at the supergene P.
Tracking the evolution of the population using numerical analyses
Overall, the change in the number of genotype i in the population pop is given by:
All parameters and range values used in the different simulations are summarized in table 1 below. Simulations were performed using Python v.3.
240
The complexity of this two-locus diploid model prevents comprehensive exploration with 242 analytical methods. The model was thus studied using deterministic simulations, to provide general predictions, neglecting the effect of stochastic processes, such as drift. Our predictions 244 might thus be relevant for species with large effective population size, such as H. numata. We
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The copyright holder for this preprint . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/616409 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Apr. 23, 2019;  most frequently expressed due to its dominance over the other alleles ( fig.1 B) . In contrast, disassortative mating maintains higher polymorphism, with both the two mimetic alleles a and b, 272 and the non-mimetic one c persisting, whatever the strength of the migration. The non-mimetic phenotype [C] is rarely expressed because it is carried by the recessive allele c persisting at 274 low frequency, but it still benefits from high reproductive success when expressed because of disassortative mating. The strong negative FDS generated by disassortative mating acting on 276 color pattern alleles counteracts the positive FDS due to predator behavior acting on the same trait. Mate choice thus strongly impact the dynamics of alleles within and between patches.
278
Linked genetic load favor the persistence of non-mimetic allele
In the following simulations, migration parameter mig was thus set to 0.1, allowing a persistence 280 of polymorphism of alleles a and b at the color pattern locus P, under random mating assumption.
We then investigated the role of genetic load associated with the different color pattern alleles 
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Evolution of disassortative mating
Because heterozygote advantage at color pattern locus P enhances the evolution of disassortative 298 mating preferences at the locus M, we first investigate the effect of genetic load on the evolution of 17 .
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(hyp. 1) in a population initially performing random mating. Figure 2 shows that the genetic load associated with alleles a and b (δ 1 = δ 2 ) has a strong positive impact on the emergence of 302 disassortative mating. The genetic load associated with the recessive allele c (δ 3 ) has a slighter positive effect on the evolution of disassortative mating. Simulations assuming different costs 304 of choosiness (cost) show a similar effect of associated genetic loads, although increasing this cost slows down the invasion of the choosy disassortative mating mutant dis (see Sup. fig. S5 ).
306
Overall, this confirms that linked genetic load is favoring the evolution of disassortative mating behavior in both populations. 
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310
To study the evolution of mating behavior assuming different genetic architecture of mate preferences, we investigated the invasion of mate preference alleles M r , M a , M b and M c controlling 312 random mating, recognition of phenotype A, B and C respectively. We compared simulations where the recognition alleles triggered either attraction or rejection of the recognized color pat-314 tern phenotype ( fig.3 A and fig.3 B respectively) . 23, 2019; and Chamberlain, Nicola and others Aristaless controls butterfly wing color variation used in 1. Butterflies carrying two r alleles mate at random, independently from either their own color pattern or the color pattern displayed by mating partners. 2-3. Butterflies carrying a dis allele display disassortative mating behavior, and mate preferentially with individuals whose color pattern differ from their own. 4. Butterflies carrying a sim allele display an assortative mating behavior and thus preferentially mate with individuals displaying the same color pattern. Cases 1 and 4 therefore lead to self-acceptance, while cases 2 and 3 lead to self-avoidance.
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